Healthy longevity: a systematic review of nutrological and lifestyle aspects
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Abstract

Introduction: In the context of healthy longevity, quality of life, genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors can determine the life expectancy of human beings. Nutrition is a key component affecting our health, and several studies show that nutrition also has the potential to increase lifespan. Objective: It was to carry out a systematic review of the impacts of nutrology and lifestyle on the longevity of human beings, as well as to point out the main dietary and lifestyle care based on the results of clinical studies. Methods: The systematic review rules of the PRISMA Platform were followed. The research was carried out from April to July 2023 in Scopus, PubMed, Science Direct, Scielo, and Google Scholar databases. The quality of the studies was based on the GRADE instrument and the risk of bias was analyzed according to the Cochrane instrument. Results and Conclusion: A total of 311 articles were found, and 147 articles were evaluated and 47 were included in this systematic review. Considering the Cochrane tool for risk of bias, the overall assessment resulted in 29 studies with a high risk of bias and 51 studies that did not meet GRADE. Most studies showed homogeneity in their results, with $X^2 = 87.3\% > 50\%$. There is scientific evidence that nutrients and natural substances of human physiology and biochemistry such as melatonin and coenzyme Q10 control the functions of the immune system. Many metabolic or chronic diseases have been implicated with poor diet and lifestyle. Improved diet quality is associated with reduced all-cause mortality, whereas multivitamins and multimineral supplements can improve life expectancy. Overall wellbeing is improved when sedentary but sufficiently physically active adults reduce sedentary time and increase physical activity levels. The results of the pandemic indicate there have been a variety of lifestyle changes, physical inactivity, and psychological issues. Still, adults over 40 years old, with children, unemployed, and those living in a macroeconomic region were shown to be more exposed to unhealthy behaviors. The maintenance of dietary intervention through telemedicine can reduce the negative impact of eating habits and physical activity patterns.
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Introduction

In the context of healthy longevity, quality of life, genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors can determine the life expectancy of human beings [1]. Nutrition is a key component affecting our health, and several studies show that nutrition also has the potential to increase lifespan. In humans, certain healthy foods are associated with longer telomere lengths. Furthermore, a high intake of whole grains, vegetables, fruits, nuts, and also coffee is associated with a reduced risk of all-cause mortality, while a high intake of red meat and especially processed meat is positively related to all-cause mortality [2]. Furthermore, Mediterranean and high-quality diets are associated with reduced risk of all-cause mortality [3].

In this sense, preventive measures can radically change individuals' daily habits, including lifestyle-related behaviors [2,3]. In this respect, as an example, in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, staying and working at home can affect diet, food choice, and access to food and thus reduce the possibilities and limit the practice of physical activity [4,5]. Thus, physical inactivity and obesity have been described as a global...
public health problem [6-8]. In this sense, the reduction of physical activity and lower energy expenditure can negatively affect physical and mental health [9,10]. In addition, the pandemic situation is also associated with emotions such as fear, sadness, and anxiety, which have been shown to reduce sleep quality [10-12]. Thus, WHO has developed guidelines to be adopted during home quarantine [13].

Also, sedentary behavior, anxiety, and boredom caused by home confinement can influence the motivation to eat, change lifestyle patterns, reduce diet quality, and promote excessive consumption of high-calorie foods [14,15]. A healthy diet based on plant foods (vegetables and fruits), healthy fats, and foods low in fat and protein [12,16] along with adequate activity is the key strategy for supporting the immune system and curbing seasonal infections and viruses in the population [17,18]. Despite this, there is limited evidence to assess the effect of lockdowns and restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic on changes in dietary lifestyle behaviors [19,20]. Thus, changes in lifestyle and dietary behaviors may differ depending on socio-demographic factors, body weight, and changes in employment and family type during quarantine.

In this context, dietary supplementation with coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone), melatonin, doses of vitamin C, vitamin D, minerals, short-chain fatty acids and omega-3 fatty acids, protein and carbohydrate content, Mediterranean diet and high-fiber diet can be beneficial in strengthening the immune response to fight SARS-CoV-2 infection and decrease inflammatory processes and the worsening of comorbidities such as hypertension, diabetes, obesity, chronic lung diseases, heart, liver and kidney diseases, tumors, clinically apparent immunodeficiencies, immunodeficiencies, such as early secretion capacity of type I interferon and pregnancy. Possible complications include acute respiratory distress syndrome, shock, disseminated coagulopathy, acute kidney injury, embolism, and secondary bacterial pneumonia [21].

In this context, the role of nutrition in mental health is becoming increasingly recognized. Nutrition can be obtained from nutritional supplements such as polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, amino acids, and pre/probiotic supplements [22]. A large number of meta-analyses have emerged examining nutritional supplements in the treatment of mental disorders. The strongest scientific evidence has been found for PUFAs (mainly eicosapentaenoic acid) as an adjunctive treatment for depression [22].

More recent evidence has suggested that PUFAs may also be beneficial for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder. Additionally, folate-based supplements have been extensively researched as adjunctive treatments for depression and schizophrenia. There is also emerging evidence for N-acetylcysteine as a useful adjunctive treatment in mood disorders and schizophrenia. In this context, clinicians should be informed of nutritional supplements with established efficacy for certain conditions, such as eicosapentaenoic acid in depression [22].

In this sense, nutritional knowledge can influence food choices and impact athletic performance. Valid and reliable measures are needed to assess the nutritional knowledge of athletes and coaches. However, the current status of nutritional knowledge in athletes and coaches is difficult to determine. Gaps in knowledge also remain, with the need for supplementation and the role of protein likely to be poorly understood. Past reports of nutrition knowledge need to be interpreted with caution. A new, universal, updated, and validated measure of general knowledge in sports nutrition is needed to allow the assessment of nutritional knowledge [23].

Previous studies have shown that physical exercise and mindfulness meditation can lead to improved physical and mental health in athletes [24]. However, it is unclear whether these two forms of training share the same underlying mechanisms. Thus, one study compared two groups of older adults with 10 years of experience in mindfulness meditation (integrative mind-body training (IMBT)) or physical exercise (PE) to demonstrate their effects on the brain, physiology, and behavior. Healthy older adults were randomly selected from a large community health project and groups were compared on measures of quality of life, autonomic activity (heart rate, heart rate variability, skin conductance response, respiratory amplitude/rate), immune function (secretory immunoglobulin A, sIgA), stress hormone (cortisol), and brain imaging (resting-state functional connectivity, structural differences). Compared to EF, significantly higher ratings were found for the IMBT group in terms of quality of life. Parasympathetic activity indexed by skin conductance response and high-frequency heart rate variability also showed more favorable results in the IMBT group. However, the PE group had a lower baseline heart rate and greater thoracic respiratory amplitude. Baseline sIgA level was significantly higher and cortisol concentration was lower in the IMBT group. These findings suggest that the combination of physical and mental training can achieve better health outcomes and quality of life for the general population [24].
Therefore, the present study aimed to carry out a systematic review of the impacts of nutrology and lifestyle on the longevity of human beings, as well as to point out the main dietary and lifestyle care based on the results of clinical studies.

Methods
Study Design

Data Sources and Research Strategy
The search strategies for this systematic review were based on the keywords (MeSH Terms): “Healthy Longevity. Nutrology. Nutrition. Lifestyle”. The research was carried out from April to July 2023 in Scopus, PubMed, Science Direct, Scielo, and Google Scholar databases. In addition, a combination of keywords with the Booleans “OR”, “AND” and the operator “NOT” were used to target scientific articles of interest.

Quality of Studies, Eligibility of Articles, and Risk of Bias
Studies were chosen that rigorously presented the results of the search process that presented scientific quality according to the GRADE classification, and that did not present a risk of significant bias, that is, that could compromise the safety of the results. According to GRADE recommendations, the quality of scientific evidence in the studies addressed was classified as high, moderate, low, or very low, according to the risk of evidence bias, sample size, clarity of comparisons, precision, and consistency in the effects of analyses. High-quality evidence was assigned using four criteria: 1) Randomized or prospective controlled clinical trials; 2) Retrospective clinical trials or case series; 3) Sample size greater than 15 participants; 4) Studies with statistically well-prepared results; 5) Studies published in indexed journals with a significant impact factor; 6) descriptive, interpretive, theoretical (credibility of methods) and pragmatic validity.

The Cochrane Instrument was adopted to assess the risk of bias in the selected studies using the Cohen Test to calculate the effect size - the magnitude of the difference in the results between the studies addressed in this study (Effect Size) versus the Inverse of the Standard Error (precision or sample size) to determine the Risk of Bias of the studies using the Funnel Plot chart.

Results and Discussion
Summary of Literary Findings
A total of 311 articles were found. Initially, duplication of articles was excluded. After this process, the abstracts were evaluated and a new exclusion was performed, removing the articles that did not include the specific theme of this article, resulting in 204 articles. After the duplicate article exclusion process, a total of 147 articles were evaluated and 47 were included and developed in this systematic review study (Figure 1).

Considering the Cochrane tool for risk of bias, the overall assessment resulted in 54 studies with a high risk of bias and 51 studies that did not meet GRADE. Through the Chi-Square test ($X^2$), most studies showed homogeneity in their results, with $X^2 = 87.3% > 50%$.

Figure 1. Flowchart showing the article selection process.

Figure 2 presents the results of the risk of bias of the studies through the Funnel Plot, showing the calculation of the Effect Size or Magnitude of the difference using the Cohen Test (d). The sample size was indirectly determined by the inverse of the standard error ($1/\text{Standard Error} - \text{Sample Size}$). This graph showed symmetrical behavior, not suggesting a significant risk of bias, both between studies with small sample sizes (lower precision) that are shown at the bottom of the graph and in studies with large sample sizes that are displayed in the upper region.

Figure 2. The symmetrical funnel plot does not suggest a risk of bias among the small sample size studies that are shown at the bottom of the plot. High confidence and high recommendation studies are shown above the
Rather than individual nutrients, foods that contain these cognitive health nutrients could also benefit overall health and include fish, fruits, and vegetables [22]. Potentially shifting the focus to whole foods rather than individual nutrients would give recommendations more meaning. In this scenario, dietary regimes have been suggested as interventions to treat conditions such as hypertension, and dyslipidemia, the Mediterranean diet for metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular health [26], and the Okinawan diet for healthy aging [27].

The Mediterranean diet has been offered as a defense against ill health and as a means of healthy aging and cognitive health [28]. It is characterized by a high intake of extra virgin olive oil, vegetables including green leafy vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, legumes, legumes, fish, dairy products, red wine, and a low intake of eggs and confectionery [26]. Numerous scores are available to measure adherence to the Mediterranean diet, but there is limited consensus on the criteria for scoring studies, despite being a useful tool for identifying dietary patterns [29].

The two most commonly used scores are Trichopoulou et al (1995) [30] and Panagiotakos et al (2006) [31]. Trichopoulou et al. (1995) [30] derived the first Mediterranean diet adherence score for dietary patterns of Elderly people in three Greek villages, which positively reflected life expectancy. However, Panagiotakos et al (2006) [31] derived their adherence score from the Mediterranean and compared it with biochemical data, demonstrating that the score was inversely associated with systolic blood pressure, C-reactive protein, total serum cholesterol, and oxidized low-density lipoproteins.

Furthermore, greater adherence to the Mediterranean diet has been associated with a reduced risk of cognitive decline and the development of Alzheimer's disease [32,33]. However, although the components of the Mediterranean diet are similar, the amounts and frequencies of consumption are inconsistent across studies, and mean adherence scores range from 23% to 88% [26]. In addition, most studies use variations in food frequency with different numbers of foods.

Additionally, certain amino acids are emerging as promising adjunct treatments for mind-body balance. Although the evidence is still incipient, N-acetylcysteine in particular (at doses of 2000 mg/day or more) is potentially effective for reducing depressive symptoms and improving functional recovery in mixed psychiatric samples [34]. Furthermore, significant reductions in total schizophrenia symptoms were observed when using N-acetylcysteine as an adjunctive treatment, albeit with substantial heterogeneity between studies, especially in study duration (in fact, N-acetylcysteine has a very late onset of action of about 6 months [35,36].

Besides, N-acetylcysteine acts as a precursor of glutathione, the main endogenous antioxidant,
neutralizing cellular reactive oxygen and nitrogen [37]. Glutathione production in astrocytes is limited by cysteine. Oral glutathione and L-cysteine are broken down by first-pass metabolism and do not increase brain glutathione levels, unlike oral N-acetylcysteine, which is more easily absorbed and has been shown to increase brain glutathione in animal models. Furthermore, N-acetylcysteine has been shown to increase dopamine release in animal models [38].

Furthermore, N-acetylcysteine may help in the treatment of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and depression by lowering oxidative stress and reducing glutamatergic dysfunction, but it has broader preclinical effects on mitochondrial, apoptosis, neurogenesis, and telomere lengthening [38].

While there are potential beneficial effects concerning the use of nutritional supplements, this should not replace dietary improvement. Improved diet quality is associated with reduced all-cause mortality [39], whereas multivitamins and multimineral supplements can improve life expectancy [40-42].

Also, the sports relative energy deficiency syndrome (RED-S) is a clinical entity characterized by low energy availability, which can negatively affect the health and performance of male and female athletes. The underlying mechanism of RED-S is an inadequacy of dietary energy to support optimal health and performance. This syndrome refers to impaired physiological function, including metabolic rate, menstrual function, bone health, immunity, protein synthesis, and cardiovascular health, with psychological consequences that may precede (through restrictive eating habits) or result from RED-S [43].

The term RED-S extends beyond the so-called "Female Athlete Triad". Formerly known as synchronized swimming, artistic swimming is an Olympic sport that requires a high level of physical conditioning in addition to technical skill and artistry. The risk of RED-S is high in artistic swimming, as it is an aesthetic, judged sport with an emphasis on a lean body. RED-S is a significant concern in the sport of artistic swimming due to potential negative effects on physical and mental health, as well as consequences on athletic performance. The prevention and management of RED-S in this population of athletes should be a priority for coaches, and sports medicine professionals working with artistic swimming athletes should utilize the RED-S CAT, a clinical assessment tool to screen and manage the RED-S [43].

In this context, the construction of total well-being includes a holistic approach to the body, mind, and spirit components of life. While the health benefits of reducing sedentary behavior and increasing physical activity are well documented, little is known about the influence on the overall well-being of an Internet-based physical activity tracker designed to help people achieve more high levels of physical activity. Thus, a four-week, personal activity monitor-based intervention study was to reduce sedentary behavior and increase levels of physical activity in the daily lives of sedentary adults and determine whether these changes would also be associated with improved overall well-being. Twenty-two men and 11 women (27 years ± 4.0) were randomly assigned to an intervention (n = 18) or control group (n = 15). The intervention group interacted with an online personal activity monitor (Gruve Solution™) designed to reduce sedentary time and increase physical activity during activities of daily living. The control group did not interact with the monitor, as they were asked to follow their normal daily physical activities and sedentary behavior routines. The Lifestyle Well-Being Assessment Inventory was used to assess total well-being. Sedentary time, light physical activity, walking, and moderate and vigorous intensity were evaluated for the intervention and control groups at baseline and week 4, using the 7-day Record of Physical Activity for Sedentary Persons and Light Intensity. Therefore, overall well-being is improved when sedentary but sufficiently physically active adults reduce sedentary time and increase physical activity levels (ie, light, awake, moderate, and vigorous) [44].

In recent years, the benefits of physical activity have drawn more attention to its physiological effects on the body, including well-being. The endocannabinoid system (ECS) has emerged as a focal point for determining the mechanisms of how exercise benefits the body and how it reduces or controls pain. ECS, its ligands [endocannabinoids (eCB)], receptors (CB1 and CB2), enzymes for eCB synthesis and degradation, and the polyunsaturated fatty acids that serve as substrates, comprise a powerful biological organization of multiple controls that affect mood, inflammation, pain, and other neurological aspects of the central and peripheral nervous systems. Recently, researchers have reported increases in circulating eCB levels after exercise, with some eCB exerting analgesic effects from exercise. Future research on ECS should include mechanistic approaches to endocannabinoid signaling and explain the role of dietary polyunsaturated fatty acids in altering the signaling of receptors that affect pain. Furthermore, like other types of exercise, such as Tai Chi, which are reported to improve well-being, they should be investigated to see whether changes in the eCB mediate the mind and body benefits of Tai Chi [45].

Moreover, few nutritional supplements have scientifically demonstrated their effectiveness as an ergogenic aid. Thus, a review study examined creatine.
monohydrate (CM), β-hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate (HMB), sodium bicarbonate (BS), β-alanine and caffeine concerning efficacy, mechanisms of action, dose, side effects, and some sports that can benefit from its consumption. Doses of 20 mg/day for 4-7 days are effective for improving strength, muscle power, and performance in short, repeated sprints. HMB in doses of 3 g/day for at least 2 weeks contributes to the increase in lean mass and fat-free mass. Ingestion of 0.3 g/kg of BS improves performance in tests from 400 to 1,500 meters in athletics and intermittent sprints. Meanwhile, doses of 80 mg/kg/day of β-alanine for 4-10 weeks may improve performance in high-intensity intermittent exercise. Finally, caffeine in doses of 2 mg/kg improves responsiveness and 3-6 mg/kg improves performance in endurance tests. The reviewed supplements showed their effectiveness in physical performance, but it is necessary to keep in mind that most of the studies were carried out with recreational-level athletes. Generally, the better the individual’s fitness level, the less improvement in physical performance that the supplement shows. However, an increase of just 1% can sometimes allow the athlete to advance several positions in a final [46].

Furthermore, mental fatigue is a psychobiological state caused by prolonged periods of demanding cognitive activity that has been shown to negatively influence physical performance. There is variation in the literature regarding the manifestations and impact of mental fatigue, with little knowledge of the specific manifestations of dominance in elite sports. Difficulties in defining mental fatigue may explain why it is not consistently assessed by training or support staff. Thus, one study investigated athletes’ and officials’ understandings of mental fatigue in elite sports. Nine focus group discussions were held, involving a total of 32 athletes (n = 17) and employees (n = 15) from elite sports organizations. Athletes and officials believe that mental fatigue negatively affects sports performance. The analysis revealed perceived associations between mental fatigue and changes in behavior, including demotivation, decreased motivation and enthusiasm, increased displays of emotion, and withdrawal. Changes in concentration, decreased discipline and attention to detail also emerged as descriptors of mental fatigue. Reports of media involvement, studies, and work commitments induced mental fatigue. Repetitive tasks, over-analyzing, thinking about the sport in question, and environmental instability were perceived causes. Experience and personality emerged as factors that contribute to individual susceptibility. It is noticed that mental fatigue not only develops acutely but also accumulates cumulatively in the elite sporting environment [47].

Limitation
There is a lack of controlled randomized clinical studies with a large sample size to show the main nutrients and lifestyles that best impact healthy longevity.

Conclusion
There is scientific evidence that nutrients and natural substances of human physiology and biochemistry such as melatonin and coenzyme Q10 control the functions of the immune system. Many metabolic or chronic diseases have been implicated with poor diet and lifestyle. Improved diet quality is associated with reduced all-cause mortality, whereas multivitamins and multiminerals supplements can improve life expectancy. Overall well-being is improved when sedentary but sufficiently physically active adults reduce sedentary time and increase physical activity levels. The results of the pandemic indicate there have been a variety of lifestyle changes, physical inactivity, and psychological issues. Still, adults over 40 years old, with children, unemployed, and those living in a macroeconomic region were shown to be more exposed to unhealthy behaviors. The maintenance of dietary intervention through telemedicine can reduce the negative impact of eating habits and physical activity patterns.
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